


April 12, 1982 

Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum 

British Columbia 

Dear Sirs: 

SUBJECT: FIVE CABIN CREEK PROJECT 

Enclosed please find our report on the Five Cabin Creek Project. Mr. Dennis 
E. Bell planned and supervised the 1981 geological field program on Five Cabin 
Creek B.C. Coal Licences held by Shell Canada Resources Limited and operated 
by Crows Nest Resources Limited. Gary Cox assisted with the field work. 

Mr. Dennis E. Bell, B.Sc., graduated in Geology from Dalhousie University in 
1965. Since 1968 he has specialized in mapping, structural interpretation, 
and exploration supervision in the coking coal belt of British Colunbia and 
Alberta. He has worked on projects similar to this property for this company 
and a number of other major coal companies. Mr. Bell is registered as a 
Professional Geologist in the Association of Professional Engineers, 
Geologists, and Geophysicists of Alberta. 

Gary Cox, B.Sc., graduated in Geology from the University of Alberta in 1981. 

Their work was carried out under the supervision of our District Manager, 
British Columbia, Mr. Frank Martonhegyi. 

I -- 
H.G. Rushton, P. Geologist 
Vice President, Exploration 

Enclosure 
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1.0 SUMMARY 

During the 1981 field season, Crows Nest Resources Limited conducted a 

geologic program consisting of 1:5,000 detail surface mapping and the 

drilling of one helicopter-supported diamond drill hole on Five Cabin 

Creek, northeast British Columbia coal licences. The author did the 

mapping; Gary Cox assisted with drilling and core logging. 

Prospective Gething and Commotion Formation coal-bearing strata are 

contained in a broad, flat-bottomed fold of easily-followable dimensions 

named Five Cabin Syncline. Crows Nest licences cover a width of 4 km 

across the syncline and 4 to 4 l/2 km along its length. Denison Mines 

holds ground to both the northwest and southeast along the fold. 

During 1980 the author and one assistant mapped the area on l:ZO,OOO 

scale and analyzed the setting of the syncline. 1981 1:5,000 mapping 

refined the l:ZO,OOO work, and was oriented to measuring formational 

thicknesses. 

The single 1981 drill hole is the first at Five Cabin, and it tested the 

lower half of the prospective Commotion section contained in the Gates 

Member. One seam of 4.6 m was discovered, as were several more of 

1 to 3 m. 
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Immediately to the east and west is older Minnes Group section, 

generally regarded as unprospective at this time. Further northeast is 

Denison's Quintette area, containing its proposed mine. 

For the present, Five Cabin Creek remains an underground prospect. 

Further work may include both drilling and trenching, within the 

structural framework established in both this report and the 1980 

report. Cost of 1981 work was $127,617. 

6-DSc.5 
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2.0 INTRODUCTION 

2.1 Coal Land Tenure 

Seven licences (6137-6143 inclusive), ungrouped, compose Five 

Cabin Creek property with a total area of 2,015 hectares. The 

project is named after the creek of the same name. 

The following page entitled "B.C. Coal Licences Tenure Standing, 

Five Cabin Creek" gives details of tenure. 

2-DSc.6 
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2.2 Location, Physiography and Environment 

The part of Five Cabin Creek licences containing coal formations 

is a more or less square area measuring approximately 4 km along 

the northwest-southeast common trend of the foothills and 4 km 

across this trend. 

Some location descriptions are: 

A) Situated on the western side of Quintette Mountain, an inner 

foothills upland area of knobs and high ground, overlooking 

the broad Kinuseo Creek valley immediately to the south. 

8) Centered about latitude 54 degrees, 51 minutes north, 

longitude 121 degrees, 01 minute west. 

Cl 30 km due south from Tumbler Ridge townsite. 

D) 140 km west-southwest from Grande Prairie, Alberta. 

E) 150 km northeast of Prince George, British Columbia. 

Relief in the licences varies from 1,120 m (3,675 feet) to 1,934 m 

(6,346 feet), a total of 814 m (2,670 feet). The area containing 

2-DSc.8 
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coal strata, however, is almost all between 1,500 m and 1,900 m 

(4,920 feet to 6,230 feet). 

The terrain is almost entirely above treeline, and supports only 

alpine fir brush. Although slopes can be steep, they do not tend 

to high cliffs, and exposure of resistant units is excellent. 

The upper, northwest end of Five Cabin Creek drains the major part 

of the area, and its gentle valley supports an alpine meadow 

environment. 

Five Cabin Creek area is relatively high, cold and windy, compared 

to average terrain covering the coal belt in this region of 

northeastern British Columbia. Experience indicates that June 

15th is the earliest average post-break-up date for work. Snow 

will cover all ground that is not wind-exposed until May. 

Year-round quality of the area is barren alpine, and is very 

similar to that of the proposed Quintette mine directly to the 

northeast. 
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2.3 Access 

Helicopter access was used for the 1981 detailed geological 

mapping program. As terrain is mostly barren, landing sites are 

plentiful. 

The area may also be reached by driving the abandoned former main 

trail up from Kinuseo Creek valley to the south to the Denison 

Quintette Babcock Creek camp. The distance is approximately 8 km 

from the valley to the southeastern corner of Five Cabin area; the 

road then continues north along the eastern edge of the area, 

crosses a small divide and then descends northeastwards into the 

Babcock Creek drainage and on to the Quintette camp. 

Any future trail construction within the area would logically use 

this present trail as access. It was well-constructed for 

exploration use and would require only water bar removal by 

bulldozer. 

Petro-Canada's Monkman facility, used as a support camp for the 

1981 programme, is located in the Kinuseo Creek valley. A 40 kmph 

all-weather gravel road provides access to the camp from Dawson 

Creek. The turn-off from the Grande Prairie-Dawson Creek highway 

is 1 km west of the border on Boundary Road. The drive is 

approximately 2 hours in dry weather. 

2-DSc.10 
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3.0 WORK DONE 

3.1 Summary of Previous Work 

Stott's G.S.C. Bulletin 152 included a large scale (1:250,000) 

geology map that included the Five Cabin Creek area. Subsequent 

G.S.C. open file maps of the Monkman Map Area (931) made available 

in 1975 and 1978 provided a 1:125,000 geology map for the subject 

area. The B. C. Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources 

published compilation maps of the area at a scale of 1:50,000 in 

1977. Regional geology maps (originally at a scale of 1:63,360, 

but later enlarged to 1:50,000) were compiled by Shell Oil et al 

in 1962. 

1980 work by Crows Nest consisted of mapping the licences to 

1:20,000 scale, the only smaller-scale topographic base available 

at the time. This work, reported in the 1980 Five Cabin Creek 

geological report and costing $28,119.30, confirmed the basic 

structural interpretation of a broad, assymmetric syncline 

containing both of the known coal-bearing formations (Gething and 

Commotion) in their entirety. 

2-DSc.11 
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3.2 Scope and Objective of 1981 Exploration 

With 1980 1:20,000 geologic mapping in hand, the 1981 program was 

intended to flesh out this work on the new 1:5,000 base and to 

drill a first Five Cabin hole, targeted at the lower half of the 

coal-bearing part of the Gates Member of the Commotion Formation. 

1:5,000 detail mapping was oriented to three purposes: outlining 

of the structural setting; gaining further familiarity with the 

lithologic nature of the rock units; and outlining the most 

prospective parts of the licences from a mining point of view. 

2-osc.12 
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3.3 Work Done in 1981 

One diamond drill hole, FC81-01 (Five Cabin Creek 1981 No. l), was 

completed to 241 metres. The top of the Torrens Sandstone, which 

forms the base of the prospective part of the Gates, was found at 

209.0 m, 10 cm less than that anticipated in planning. Coal 

samples were sent to the Fernie Crows Nest laboratory for 

analysis, and results are tabulated in a following section. The 

hole‘s location and altitude were surveyed by a Petro-Canada 

contract crew working in the region at the time. 

The written core log, a drafted strip log,, and geophysical logs 

of this hole are included in the enclosures of this report. 

A restricted program of mapping was carried out by the author. 

The summer of 1981 turned out to be the hottest, driest on record 

in northeast British Columbia, and forest travel bans prevented a 

full program. This work is presented on the 1:5,000 geologic map 

sheets included in the enclosures of this report, and was oriented 

to chain measurement of the nature of the overall structure. 

Sufficient detail mapping was done to establish a grid and cross 

section plan, and the overall thicknesses and positions of the 

formations within this block. Two 1:5,000 sections, one including 

the 1981 drill hole, are presented in the enclosures. 

2-OSc.13 
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3.4 Cost of Work Done in 1981 

Detailed costs of the 1981 Five Cabin Creek geologic mapping and 

drilling program are contained in the Application to Extend Term 

of Licence on the following two pages. 

Total cost of the 1981 program is calculated to be $127,617. 
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APPLICATION TO EXTEND TERM OF LICENCE 

Leslie Crrmancik 
. . 
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................................................. 
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................................................. 

................................................. 
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. . . . . . . . . .._............__..._..__................._......_................... 
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4.0 G'EOLOGY 

4.1 Regional Geology and Nomenclature 

The Geological Survey of Canada has mapped the area containing 

Five Cabin Creek on a regional basis, but not on a scale as small 

as 1:50,000. It has, however, established a fairly complete 

framework for the coking coal belt and the work of this report has 

been carried out within this framework. The general nomenclature 

used is that of Stott, Bulletin 152, with several modifications to 

fit the particular area. 

The author has continued nomenclature from his 1980 Five Cabin 

Creek report, with no changes; the nomenclature was picked 

primarily to match that in use by Petro-Canada, the major land 

holder in the area (Crows Nest properties of Five Cabin Creek, 

Onion Lake, and Secus Mountain are situated on margins of larger 

Petro-Canada holdings). 

Formational Diagrams and a Stratigraphic Section for Five Cabin 

Creek are presented in diagrams on following pages. The broader 

stratigraphic term Shaftesbury Formation is used rather than the 

more restrictive Hasler Formation (to match Petro-Canada usage). 

The Gates Member of the Commotion Formation, the target for.the 

1981 drill hole, is subdivided into several units, as discussed in 

the following section on stratigraphy. The usage of the Torrens 



FORMATIONAL DIAGRAM 
LOWER CRETACEOUS SERIES 
BULLHEAD & MINNES GROUP 

1 

*This nomenclature (Stott, 
j Geological Survey of Canada 
' Bulletin 152) is used in 

this report and on all maps 
and sections. 
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FORMATIONAL DIAGRAM 
UPPER/LOWER CRETACEOUS SERIES 

FORT ST. JOHN GROUP 

This Pine River nomenclature 
(Stott, Geological Survey of 
Canada Bulletin 152) is used 
in this report and on all 
maps and sections. 



Sandstone as the lowermost prominent unit within the Gates matches 

Petro-Canada geology. Other nomenclature on the maps and sections 

of this report is that used by the author to denote units 

mappable on the ground, and identifiable on the geophysical logs 

and in core. 

2-DSc.20 
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4.2 Stratigraphy 

In the 1980 Five Cabin Creek geologic report the author discussed 

in detail the stratigraphy of the Bullhead and Fort St. John 

Groups as encountered in mapping and included a generalized 

stratigraphic section in diagram form which covered the three 

properties of Secus Mountain, Onion Lake, and Five Cabin Creek. 

A new stratigraphic diagram, on the following page, is drawn for 

Five Cabin Creek, and it supercedes the 1980 diagram. This new 

work is based on the 1981 1:5,000 detail mapping, which was 

oriented to measuring by chain the particular formational 

thicknesses at Five Cabin Creek property. 

A correlation chart showing the stratigraphy in the 1981 Five 

Cabin Onion and Secus drill holes can be found in the enclosures. 

The stratigraphic description remains unchanged and is repeated on 

the following pages in this 1981 report. 
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Stratigraphy from 1980 Report 

Minnes, Bullhead, and lower Fort St. John Group strata in the 

region stretching from Secus Mountain through Onion Lake and Five 

Cabin Creek contain an unusually high proportion of conglomerate. 

Identification and mappability of the two target units, the 

Gething Formation in the Bullhead Group and the Gates Member of 

the Commotion Formation of the Fort St. John Group, have been 

hindered by the vastly increased thicknesses of conglomerate they 

contain, compared to the remainder of the better-studied part of 

the coal belt to the northwest (which also contains the type 

section for the nomenclature). 

In fact, not only the Gates and Gething contain many thick con- 

glomerates, but the Minnes, Cadomin, and Boulder Creek also 

contain unusually thick units of conglomerate. This character is 

unique to this part of the coal belt, and Stott treats it with 

some attention in his 1968 bulletin. 

The most noticeable conglomerate thicknesses have been centered 

around Mt. Belcourt, one of the four foothills in the Secus area. 

To the northwest, at Onion Lake and Five Cabin Creek, the total 

mass of conglomerate is less and it has less effect on the 

mapability of the standard nomenclature, but the number of' 

conglomerate occurrences remains high. 
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Secus Mountain itself, situated right next to Mt. Belcourt, has a 

long, striking west slope composed of dip-slope units of 

conglomerates, deeply incised by small canyons and gorges, all of 

it basically exposed and barren. The general problem of dividing 

and following the conglomerates has thus become known as "the 

Secus Mountain conglomerates." 

The effect of the conglomerates has been to defeat identification 

of the standard formations and members, to the point that over the 

years various crews making quick geological examinations with the 

idea of locating drill sites to prospect the Gething and Gates 

ended up often by drilling a completely wrong formation. 

The problem is mostly centered along the part of the belt 

containing Five Cabin Creek, Onion Lake, and Secus Mountain, which 

are all located along the innermost line of inner foothills. 

Those properties situated along the outer side of the inner 

foothills (i.e. the Duke Mountain Block of Petro-Canada, as well 

as the Belcourt and Saxon properties of Denison Mines) on the east 

flank of the Wapiti Anticline have less conglomerate. 

6-DSc.24 
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Minnes Group 

The Minnes Group is the term used for any section lying 

stratigraphically beneath the Cadomin Formation, the base of the 

overlying Bullhead Group and above the Fernie shales. Minnes 

strata throughout this portion of northeastern British Columbia 

have not been mapped in detail, and the group is undivided. 

The Minnes Group is composed of a sequence of both marine and 

non-marine sediments; often coal or coaly beds occur, but they are 

rarely thicker than one or two meters, and seem to have little 

extent laterally. 

The nature of the Minnes section immediately beneath the Cadomin 

at any particular location is often different from the last. At 

Onion Lake there are massive, thick conglomerates beneath the 

Cadomin; along the 30 km of Secus it varies from conglomerates to 

interbedded sandstones, siltstones, and shales, with coal often 

showing up. 

6-DSc.25 
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Cadomin Formation 

In this program a definition of the Cadomin somewhat different 

than that used by both past coal company workers and the 

Geological Survey was used. It was found that by restricting the 

name to a particular conglomerate within the overall succession, 

it was possible to divide "the Secus Mountain Conglomerates" into 

Minnes conglomerate, Cadomin conglomerates, and Gething 

conglomerates. 

Georgia Hoffman, in her 1979 "Onion Lake Coal Property", states 

that "the Cadomin is . . . unusually thick . . . in the Onion Lake 

area". Also, in regard to the Cadomin-Gething strata, she states 

"mapping problems . . . indicate that a more consistent unit for 

this area is the Bullhead Group as a whole". If all conglomerates 

are included in the Cadomin Fm, very little strata is left to be 

included in the Gething Fm. 

In this mapping program, the name Cadomin was restricted to a 

mostly conglomeratic unit which can be distinguished from all 

other conglomerates within the Minnes-Bullhead-Fort St. John 

succession by the following characteristics. The conglomerate is 

light-gray weathering, extremely hard-rings upon impact, tough 

fractures through clasts and is the most resistant unit in the 

whole succession (Minnes to Boulder Creek) usually forming the 

6-DSc.26 



dominant ridges in the topography. It is a siliceous, extremely 

well indurated conglometrate. 

In addition, it contains chert clasts with particular shades of 

rosey pink, a jade-like green, and a particular smooth, light 

gray. Cadomin sandstones contain these particular colours, within 

the sand grain sizes as well. This character of the Cadomin is 

the same, in the author's view, as he has seen in the Cadomin from 

the Alberta town of Cadomin north through the coking coal belt as 

far as the Peace River. It is very much like the Cadomin anywhere 

through the Luscar and McIntyre Mines properties. 

All sections below this unit, including conglomerates, is called 

Minnes. The conglomerates tend to be less tough, browner in 

overall aspect, slightly less topographically prominent, and they 

do not contain the pink and green constituents. 

The top of the Cadomin is taken at that point where the tough, 

light-gray, massive conglomerate or sandstone changes to softer 

and browner sandstones and/or conglomerates. 
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Gething Formation 

In addition to colour and hardness, Gething conglomerates bear 

another relation to the Cadomin Beds beneath: whatever the 

average largest constituent size in the Cadomin, the Gething 

will have similarly large sizes, but always slightly smaller. For 

example, if the Gething has boulders to 20 cm in length, one may 

expect 25 cm in the Cadomin beneath. 

Up to half of the Gething at any point along the length of the 

region can be expected to be conglomerate, occurring in one or 

more massive, prominent units. Gething cliffs can often be 

followed for several kilometers at a time. 

It would appear that in the area from Five Cabin Creek southeast 

through Secus, one may expect only two coal zones - an upper and a 

lower - within the Gething. The crew did not find any place where 

it seemed there could be room for more than that, and each of 

these zones probably contains no more than a meter or two each. 

(The lately-acquired Petro-Canada drill logs from Secus are now 

known to bear this out.) 

The Gething is thus judged to be less prospective at this point, 

and therefore the first drilling on these properties by Crows Nest 

Resources will be aimed at the Gates Member of the Commotion Fm, 

lying some distance above. 
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Moosebar Formation 

The Moosebar is notable mostly because of its very characteristic 

recessive effect on the topography. It is thicker in the Sukunka 

area to the northwest, and thins southwards towards Onion Lake, 

where it is 30 m, and is thinnest in the Secus.area. At Secus, 

23 m was used for the Moosebar in constructing the cross- 

sections, as the actual marine beds in two rare complete exposures 

were that thickness. The exposure measured at Onion Lake (in The 

Gorge) is the only other complete exposure known in the region. 

Commotion Formation 

The Commotion Formation is divisible into a coal-bearing Gates 

Member, a marine Hulcross Member overlying the Gates, and then the 

Boulder Creek Member, an often-coaly sandstone unit. 

The Hulcross was found to be almost non-identifiable in the Secus 

area (it was found near the peak of Mt. Belcourt). A section this 

high has not been identified in the Onion Lake area, but it is 

thick at Five Cabin Creek and thickens northwestward. 
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Mapping was generally stopped in the base of the Boulder Creek, as 

there is no prospective coal known above the Gates. 

Gates Member, Commotion Formation 

The Gates member is perhaps the most consistent in thickness of 

all the units between Secus Mountain area and Onion Lake; the 

range appears to be 362 to 435 m. It is composed of alternating 

sequences of conglomerates, sandstones, siltstones, mudstones, and 

coal beds. As a general rule the coal seams, while remaining 

numerous, become thinner towards the top of the member. 

Individual conglomerate units, while massive and often prominent, 

are thinner and more well-bedded than Gething and Cadomin 

conglomerates. The constituents remain the same, but at smaller 

diameters. The crew found that it could not distinguish between 

Gates conglomerates individually, but it could generally 

differentiate them from Gething conglomerates. 

Torrens Submember, Gates Member, Commotion Formation 

The Torrens Submember consists of an extremely distinctive 

sandstone occurring at the bottom of the Gates. It is the most 

prominent unit in the succession besides the Cadomin. Typically, 

the top five or ten meters of Torrens may be followed for 

kilometers at stretch. The upper unit within the Torrens is a 

hard gray sandstone, which overlies and is always thinner than the 

underlying softer brown main part of the unit. The brown 
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sandstones have an extremely distinctive weathering which etches 

out a particular cross-bedding. The sequence from Moosebar 

through the Torrens and into the coal above is very reminiscent of 

the Weary Ridge - Moose Mountain - coal member sequence in 

southeast British Columbia. 

The combination of distinctive topography, distinctive outcrop and 

distinctive colouring make the Torrens an ideal marker. 

Transition Beds, Gates Member, Commotion Formation 

The Transition Beds are "transitional" or "passage" from the 

distal marine shales of the lower Moosebar into the paralic 

cross-bedded Torrens sandstones above. 

They are composed of very evenly-bedded siltstones and very fine 

sandstones, which grade upwards into the Torrens. The 

cross-bedding and increased grain sizes appear almost 

imperceptibly. Nothing else in the sequence is as evenly bedded. 

This unit is quite recessive, and always forms the gentler ground 

where the Moosebar is rising up to the Torrens prominence above. 

It is not included in the Moosebar as that name is reserved for 

the striking moosebar topographic recession. 
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Gates Coal Zone No. 1, Gates Member, Commotion Formation 

Mapping (and the logs of the Petro-Canada holes) shows that the 

thickest coal in the Gates may be found in the 20 to 30 meters 

above the Torrens Sandstone. In places the coal lies directly on 

top of it. Sometimes there is one thick bed (estimated at 14 m at 

one ridge on Mt. Belcourt); more often there are two or more 

thinner beds. 

No further seam or zone designations have been made above this 

lowermost No. 1 Zone, as in the 1980 season the crew did not 

conduct more than a few traverses to describe the Gates to that 

level of detail. This can be done as drilling will be placed to 

end in the Torrens, and so the seams above the No. 1 Zone can be 

catalogued at the same time. 

First Gates Conglomerate, Gates Member, Commotion Formation 

Very often there is a somewhat prominent Gates conglomerate 

forming a massive unit above the Coal Zone No. 1. It is often 

mappable through a kilometer at a time, and forms a convenient top 

to the recessive coal zone. It has been mapped where appropriate. 
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Boulder Creek Member, Commotion Formation 

The Boulder Creek is a prominent sandstone unit above the Gates. 

The contact (where the Hulcross is not present) is drawn at the 

beginning of hard, generally gray-weathering, massive, often 

pebbly sandstone. 

The Boulder Creek can often also be followed through many 

kilometers, and forms the cap on the mapping. Only once was its 

top mapped, although often it can be seen from the air to be 

giving away to Shaftesbury shales. 
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6.3 1981 Mapping and Drilling 

1981 geologic work at Five Cabin Creek was done in two parts: a 

single diamond drill hole, based on 1980 l:ZO,OOO mapping, and a 

separate short program of detailed 1:5,000 mapping, by the author 

with one companion. 

The drill hole successfully penetrated the lower half of the coal 

bearing section of the Gates Member. The site was chosen to allow 

the available length of stem (220 m) to reach the top of the 

Torrens Sandstone, which forms the base of the coal section in the 

Gates. Five coal seams totalling 12.2 m. true thickness were 

penetrated, the thickest being 5.1 m. 

The Torrens Sandstone should form a reliable basement to future 

drilling in the Gates. As shown on the stratigraphic diagram, 

there remain 160 m of upper Gates and Hulcross left untested; this 

section would be the logical target fo the next Five Cabin drill 

hole. The contact between Gates and Hulcross was found to be 

covered in the 1981 traversing, and so the Hulcross thickness is 

not definitely know. It is, however, exposed elsewhere on the the 

licences and may be measured in future mapping. 

Mapping consisted of a program shortened by forest fire traverse 

bans. The closure was announced as mapping started, and so the 
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author studied particular objectives and did not conduct mapping 

spread throughout the licences, as was done in the 1980 1:20,000 

mapping. 

1980 mapping consisted of following the more resistant formations 

about the property, outlining at 1:20,000 scale the extent and 

character of Five Cabin Syncline. No significant structural 

complications were encountered. 

1981 mapping was directed to carefully-chained traverses across 

the syncline at its widest point within the licences, the 

particular objective being to measure unit thicknesses. In 

addition, bedding attitudes were studied stereographically to 

produce a structural grid oriented to reduce distortion in cross 

section thicknesses. Thicknesses calculated are presented on the 

two 1:5,000 structural cross sections included in the enclosures 

of this report. These sections replace the 1980 sketched 1:20,000 

cross section. 

One 1:5,000 map covering the central part of the syncline is 

included in the enclosures of this report. Only 1981 traversing 

is drawn; the remainder of geology on the 1980 1:20,000 map is 

valid and remains unchanged. This 1:20,000 sheet is also included 

in the enclosures of this report, with the addition of the grid, 

the cross-section locations, and the position of the drill hole. 
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4.3.1 1981 1:5,000 Geologic Maps 

Mapping was done by the author directly onto 1:5,000 topgraphic 

base sheets using a hand-held plane table. Directions of chain 

measurements were made by compass and altitudinal adjustments to 

chain lengths were made using hand-held clinometer. Traverse 

starts and finishes were made at identifiable points on the 

topography. 

Work was divided equally between the east and west limbs of Five 

Cabin Syncline, in an attempt to compare the character and 

thicknesses on each side. Whereas there is some difference in 

unit thickness between east and west, there is sufficient 

agreement such that the thickness as presented on the 

stratigaraphic diagram (which represents an average of the two 

limbs) may be used in all future planning. 

The Cadomin Formation is mostly conglomerate. Contact with the 

relatively recessive Gething Formation was taken at the top of the 

last dip-slope conglomerate bed on either limb. 

Although the Gething is mostly covered, some sandstone units 

appear. It remains prospective, although conventional thought 

amongst workers in the area is that it is less so than the 

Commotion Formation. A thickness of 90 m was measured on both 

limbs. 
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The Moosebar Formation was not exposed in the line of traversing, 

although its topographic recession is as distinctive as usual. 

Contact with the Gething is therefore arbitrary for the present, 

and is taken at the top of the last topographic prominence before 

the shaly recession. The top of the Moosebar grades into the 

bottom of the Torrens Sandstone, and this contact is similarly 

arbitrary. Moosebar thickness of 70 m is used for both limbs. 

The Torrens Sandstone stands out prominently. Its top is 

definable to 10 m in outcrop and as elsewhere in the coal field it 

can be divided into brown and gray sandstone beds. The gray 

coarser-grained and pebble-bearing sediments appear at the top. 

Torrens thickness on both limbs measured 130 to 140 m. In the 

drill hole, the top 37 m of Torrens was penetrated. Coaly blebs 

and pebbles were found in core. Grain size diminished downwards 

and siltstone and shale interbeds were appearing near the bottom. 

The drill hole penetrated approximately 180 m true thickness of 

Gates above the Torrens. The section is composed of sandstones, 

siltstones, shales, and coal beds. Many of the sandstones are 

relatively prominent and are traceable over considerable 

distances. 
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Hulcross Member recessive shales and siltstones are exposed on the 

east limb but not on the west limb. The thickness of 37 m drawn 

on the stratigraphic diagram and cross sections is representative 

only, but there is not much more room between the nearest 

underlying Gates sandstone and overlying massive Boulder Creek 

sandstone. 

Boulder Creek Member outcrop is well exposed on both limbs in 

massive sandstone cliff-ledges which are followable throughout the 

licences and which form a convenient top to the coal-bearing 

Gates. These sandstone units are often pebbly and coarse-grained. 

Shaftesbury Formation outcrop is exposed in the center of Five 

Cabin Syncline, although in the line of traversing it was not 

encountered. While its maximum remaining thickness on the two 

cross-sections is 65 m., it is probably thicker in total under the 

high ground at the center of the syncline slightly to the 

northwest. It is black, chippy, and shaly in outcrop, and may be 

easily separated from Boulder Creek by topographic expression. 
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1981 1:5,000 Cross Sections 

Two 1:5,000 cross sections are included in the enclosures of this 

report, one for each limb of Five Cabin Syncline. Their locations 

are traced on the 1:5,000 and 1:20,000 geologic maps. The 

sections are balanced vertical structural sections, oriented at 

right angles to the plunge direction of 137 degrees (determined 

stereographically for the syncline). 

The east limb section is 300 m North on the grid; the west limb 

section is 750 m north. The two sections are drawn 2 km in width, 

but extend only across one-half of the syncline in each case. 

Although they are spaced 450 m apart along strike (due to the 

traverse line followed and to avoid projecting bedding attitudes 

more than a couple of hundred metres along strike) they may be 

joined together to provide one single section across the whole of 

the structure, as the plunge (04 degrees southeast) is essentially 

negligible over this distance. 

The sections have been drawn using dips measured in the mapping; 

these are drafted along the surface profile. Unit thicknesses 

agreed to plus or minus ten per cent for both limbs, and no major 

structural complications are apparent. 
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Diamond drill hole FC81-01 is drafted in its surveyed position on 

section 750 North. It was located only 17 m south of the 

section. The 20 m difference in position of the top of the 

Torrens Sandstone between that projected from the surface and that 

drawn in the drill hole is accounted for by error intrinsic in the 

mapping method, map construction, and section drafting. 
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4.4 Structural Geology 

1981 1:5,000 detail mapping at Five Cabin Creek has revealed no 

change in structural setting from the 1980 report. Prospective 

Gething and Conotion section is contained in a relatively simple 

gently-bottomed broad assymetric syncline. The fold is known 

locally as Five Cabin Syncline and is the major structure 

immediately west of the Quintette property. 

The width from Gething to Gething within the licences across the 

structure is 4 km. Gething length along the structure is 4 to 

4 l/2 km. To the northwest the fold is increasingly bevelled by 

erosion and covered by Quintette licences; to the southeast is a 

similar erosional bevelling, covered by Petro-Canada and Quintette 

licences. 

Forty-eight bedding attitudes collected during 1:5,000 mapping 

across the syncline were plotted sterographically as scatter and 

contour point diagrams. The title of the set is FCALLGl -five 

Cabin Creek All Attitides 1981. These are presented on the - - 

following pages. 

Results are very similar to the stereographic analysis presented 

in the 1980 report, which incorporated all attitudes measured 

throughout the licences (except for Minnes attitudes). 
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Plunge of Five Cabin Creek Syncline is definitely less than 10 

degrees; a figure of 04 degrees is continued from 1980 work, 

although the direction is to the southeast and not the northwest, 

as erroneously reported in 1980. 

The plunge direction of 137 degrees true has been used as the 

baseline for the grid and cross sections. This has eliminated 

virtually all distortion in thickness of units on the cross 

sections, and provided for accurate outcrop projection on the 

sectional planes. 
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5.0 '1981 DRILL PROGRAM 

Crows Nest Resources drilled one NQ diamond drill hole at Five Cabin 

Creek in 1981 as part of a four-hole series. One hole was drilled at 

Onion Lake and the other two at Secus Mountain. General hole data for 

the series are tabulated on the following page ("General Drill Hole Data 

1981"). 

The hole was situated to drill the west limb of the Five Cabin Creek 

Syncline. The section penetrated is the coal-bearing part of the Gates 

Member above the Torrens Sandstone. The Torrens was the target as it 

forms the base of the coal-bearing sequence of the Commotion Formation. 

The west limb, as opposed to the east limb, of the syncline was chosen 

as it is furthest from the existing trail access to the property, which 

touches the eastern limb at the east edge of the property. The hole was 

completely helicopter-supported and involved no trail construction. 

The site is located above the treeline on a bare sandstone ledge. No 

surface disturbance or brush clearing was required. From the time of 

setting the casing through to the completion of the geophysical logging, 

the hole was notable in that no drilling fluid pumped into the hole 

returned to the surface. Water supply was a major problem and involved 

several small ponds and an auxiliary line running 700 m to a small 
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year-round stream. All cement pumped down the hole disappeared. The 

hole was abandoned with the casing left in the hole. The disappearance 

of all fluid is presumed by the geological crew to be related the hole's 

position high in rugged topography above most normal surface stream 

flow. Local forestry personnel have approved the site clean-up and no 

work remains to be done. 
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TABLE NO. 2 

GENERAL DRILL HOLE DATA 1981 

Secus Mountain, Onion Lake, and Five Cabin Creek 

Note: All four holes drilled by Mid-West Drilling using two Boyles Brothers 

lightweight helicopter-transportable NQ diamond drill rigs. 

Drill Hole and Area 

South Secus Dumb Goat Onion Lake Five Cabin 
Creek 

Total Depth (m) 194 257 236 241 

Bearing (true degrees) 059 051 049 227 

Dip (degrees from horizontal) 69 64 57 57 

Casing depth (m) 6.1 7.9 6.1 3.0 

Altitude (m) 1,323.66 1,689.69 1,580.29 1,752.81 

Depth of Top of Torrens Sandstone 

South Secus Dumb Goat Onion Lake Five Cabin 
Creek 

Projection (m) . 

Actual (m) 

Error (m) 

152.0 200.0 210.0 210.0 

145.5 213.0 183.6 209.9 

-6.5 +13.0 -26.4 -0.1 
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5.1 Geophysical Logging 

Roke Oil Enterprises Ltd. of Calgary used a helicopter-transport- 

able geophysical logging unit for the 1981 Five Cabin Creek drill 

hole. The total load was approximately 550 kg and was slung in 

two trips by the Hughes 500D helicopter used for the drilling 

operation. 

The log suite for Five Cabin Creek consisted of gamma-neutron, 

gamma-sidewall densilog (L.S.D.)-caliper, focused beam, and 

directional survey. All logs are included in the enclosures. 

5.1.1 Gamma-Neutron 

This log was run first, through the rods and with the drill crew 

maintaining the water level near the surface. It makes little 

difference in the gamma-neutron whether or not it is run through 

the string or in the open hole; therefore running the log through 

the rods avoided the possibility of the hole partially or totally 

caving upon withdrawal of the string and no logs being obtained. 

For consistent interpretation the gamma-neutron must be run in 

fluid, and so the pumps were used. 

The log was run to the hole's bottom. On the left side of'the 

depth track the coal beds have been drawn based on interpretation 
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of the gamma-neutron alone. As a following step, the same coal 

beds we're drawn in from the density log, traced through on a light 

table. The general effect is that coal thicknesses are slightly 

reduced on the density log, a normal occurrence as the density 

provides better detail. At this beginning level of exploration, 

however, no attempt was made to resolve interpretations smaller 

than approximately 20 cm. Thin coal beds are shown by a dashed 

line across the depth track; they also have been traced from the 

density log. 

5.1.2 Sidewall Densilog (L.S.D.)-Caliper 

This log was run to 212 m only; the final 29 m to hole bottom at 

241 m may have caved during the withdrawal of the stem, as the 

tool could not make it further down the inclined hole on either of 

two runs. This missing 29 m has no effect on coal bed 

interpretation, as the top of the Torreos Sandstone is at 219 III, 

so all coal beds were logged. It is notable that the title page 

of the log shows that the fluid type was "air". In the short time 

covering the withdrawal of the stem after the running of the 

gamma-neutron until the density could be run open hole, all fluid 

in the hole had disappeared, illustrating the circulation 

problem. The log includes expanded runs at 2O:l through the 

thicker coal seams. The caliper shows no significant caving. 
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5.1.3 Focused Beam 

This log was not run, as it cannot be run in air, and it was not 

possible to maintain any fluid in the open hole, even with the 

pumps operating. 

5.1.4 Directional Survey 

The Five Cabin Creekthole started at a dip of 59 degrees from the 

horizontal and decreased to 56 degrees at its bottom. A dip of 60 

degrees had been planned. 

The hole bearing started at 227 degrees true and ended at 226. A 

bearing of 227 degrees true had been planned, as this is the 

stereographically-determined cross-structure direction of Five 

Cabin Syncline. The correction in the strike component in 

determining true thicknesses from the apparent thicknesses found 

in the hole is therefore only 0.5% and so may be disregarded. The 

average bedding-to-core angle is approximately 63 degrees, and so 

the multiplication factor for correction to the dip component of 

distortion in thickness of the beds is 0.89. 
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512 Diamond Drill Core Logging 

Diamond drill core from the 1981 Five Cabin Creek hole was 

examined briefly on the site and then stacked until geophysical 

logging and cementing operations were completed. The core was 

then flown inside from a larger helicopter (Bell 212) in one trip 

to base camp. This procedure avoided (a) the possibility of 

losing core being slung in small amounts by the smaller service 

helicopter and (b) the cost of flying core logging personnel back 

and forth from the site. 

The core log enclosures show that recoveries were generally good. 

There has been no problem in correlating amongst the geophysical 

logs, the core logs, and surface outcrop. 

Coal core samples were sent for analysis to Crows Nest Resources' 

Fernie, B.C. laboratory. 

The remaining core was shipped to the Charlie Lake, B.C. permanent 

core storage facility of the B.C. Ministry of Energy, Mines, and 

Petroleum Resources, as provincial geological personnel requested 

the hole for their collection of core from unexplored areas. 
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5.3 Strip Log 

A lithologic strip log of the 1981 Five Cabin Creek drill hole has 

been prepared (enclosures) at a vertical scale of 1:20. 

Bedding-to-core angles are printed down the right side of the 

depth track. 

As the hole uncovered no recognizable structural irregularities 

and the top of the Torrens Sandstone was found where planned (10 

cm too shallow), calculations show that all thicknesses on the 

strip log (and on the geophysical and core logs) must be 

multiplied by an average 0.89 for true thickness. 

Small differences in the depths to beds between the strip and 

geophysical logs are due to interpretation and the fact that the 

core, from which the strip log was made, inevitably has drilling 

loss. 
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B.0 CbAL SEAMS AND ANALYSES 

A total of seven coal seams were intersected in the drillhole. Three 

seams% all under one meter in thickness were not sampled. The four 

remaining seams range in thickness from 1.69 to 4.8 meters in 

thickness. The uppermost seam occurs at 4.5 m depth, is 4 meters in 

true thickness and has upper and lower benches of 1.42 meters and 1.69 

meters respectively and a 0.89 meter thick parting. The thickest seam, 

4.8 meters true thickness, occurs at 65 meters depth in the hole and 

lies 140 meters stratigraphically above the Torrens Sandstone. A third 

seam 1.87 meters in thickness lies at 92 meters in the hole and a fourth 

seam 1.69 meters in thickness lies at 206.7 meters and, save for 

slightly less than 2 meters of siltstone and coal, it lies directly 

above the Torrens Sandstone. 

Proximate analyses were run on all samples, both on the raw coal (air 

dried) and a 1.6 S.G. float product. Two tests (Table 4) were run for 

all float analyses and these have been averaged for presentation in the 

summary (Table 3). F.S.I.'s were run on both raw coal and floats. 

Sulphur and thermal values were run on the floats. Yields are shown for 

the float sink tests at 1.6 S.G. 

Individual samples (#l-3) were taken for both benches and the split in 

the uppermost seam and presented separately in Table 3. Low F.S.I:'s 

are most likely due to the close proximity to the surface and associated 

oxidation. 
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The thickest seam (Sample #4) shows very low ash (10.88% on raw coal) 

and only 6.6% ash at a 1.6 S.G. cut point with 85% yield. Presumably a 

9-10% ash product could be gained with an in seam yield substantially 

higher than 85%. Coking quality, in terms of F.S.I. are good at 7 and a 

very low sulphur 0.32% is shown. The third seam, sample #5 is somewhat 

dirtier with a raw coal ash of 26.94% and an in seam yield of only 60%. 

The lowest seam, sample #6, has a low ash of 4.43% (float), a high 

F.S.I. (8.5) and somewhat higher volatile 33% d.m.m.f., than the higher 

seams (30.3 - 32.2%). 
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FIVE CABIN CREEK 
TABLE u3 

SUMMARY OF COAL SEAl4S AND ANALYSES 

INTER”*L TRUS SAMPLE RAW COAL FLOAT @ 1.6 S.C. CALC. +RECOvsRY 
THICKNESS NO. ANALYSIS D.MN.F. 

(X0.89) (AIR DRIED) 

CORE MSAS. DENS. LOG x MOIST x ASH x MOIST X ASH* X V.M.* X F.C.* F.S.I. %SJLPHUR '( YIELD Kcal/kS X V.M. 

5.83-,.77 4.5-6.1 1.42 1 1.77 12.82 1.78 7.12 27.88 64.11 0 0.47 79 7038 30.3 
(81-1762) 

7.77-8.28 6.1-7.1 0.89 2 1.24 77.34 2.08 9.48 27.32 62.15 11 0.49 7 7001 30.53 85.3 
W-1763) 

8.28-9.81 7.1-9.0 1.69 (81-:764) 1.69 13.24 1.96 9.56 28.04 61.41 1 0.44 83 7257 31.3 

65.99-71.75 65.0-70.4 4.8 (81-:765) 0.80 10.88 1.60 6.60 29.89 62.71 7 0.32 85 7925 32.2 84.62 

93.12-95.46 92.0-94.1 1.87 (81-:7bb) 0.75 26.94 0.73 9.49 27.86 62.29 71 0.51 60 7575 30.9 89% 

207.75-209.87 206.7-208.6 1.69 (81-t767) 0.74 12.54 0.71 4.43 31.08 63.12 81 0.53 83 8126 33.0 100): 

*AvErage Of t.“O teStS 

+%Coal core Recovery = Thickness of Coal from Density LOSS - Total Core lass from Core Runs with Coal x 100 

Thickness of Coal from Density Logs 
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SAMPLE No. 
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"Air Dried" 
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Hole # 81-l 

1.60 Flt 

81-1762 .47 

1763 .49 

1764 .44 

1765 .32 

1766 .51 

1767 .53 

- 

f 

Rejects Retained one month. 

Pulps Retained one month 
unless specific arrangements 
made in advance. 



7.0 RECOMMENDATIONS 

Geologic work to the end of 1981 has established the extent of 

prospective Gething and Commotion section in a broad, flat-bottomed 

assymmetric syncline 4 km in width. Mapping has been completed to 

1:20,000 scale, and started at 1:5,000 scale. One diamond drill hole 

has been completed,,testing the lower half of the prospective section 

within the Commotion Formation. One coal seam of 4.6 m. has been 

identified and sampled; several others of 1 to 3 m thickeness have also 

been discovered. 

Future mapping may be continued on the 1:5,000 base, although the 

1:20,000 map is sufficiently accurate for further drill and trench 

planning. Mapping is advanced enough to continue it in conjunction 

with, rather than in advance of, future equipment work, within the 

framework of the grid. 

The next drill hole would be logically situated up-section from the 1981 

hole, placed on the Hulcross and drilled to overlap the top of the 1981 

hole. This will complete drilling of the entire prospective part of the 

Gates Member of the Commotion Formation. Further, two drill holes would 

test the same section on the east limb. Section 300 North, included in 

this report, can be used for planning. 

Two additional drill holes could be situated to test the Gething 

Formation on either limb. Should results be negative, the width of 
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prospective ground across the syncline is considerably reduced. This 

should be known for further mine and environmental planning. 

There remains considerable scope for machine and hand trenching. 

At present, Five Cabin Creek must be regarded as an underground 

prospect, most logically developed in conjunction with Denison and 

Petro-Canada reserves southeast along the syncline and Quintette 

reserves northwest along the fold. The broad, gentle aspect of the 

structure may lend itself to hydraulic mining. 
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DATE EXAl?INED:&JLY 20, 1g8k 

CORE SHEET LEGENP 
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Cf - Gore in+rvar 
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X/R %a+~~ blacks 

Mh Lith - Main,rhrhoLqp 

Sm Des - Seam cb3f4tgnstiO~ 

Ml’h - Meas,u,red ttrftknesh in ma 

El% - Expected thiekmab fh rn. 

Elev Be& - Blevation of batt0.q of main 
lfchalcagy '.. 
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